
To the Office of Campus Life, Josh McIntosh, and Clayton Spencer,  

  

The Bates College Student Government has existed for at least the past three years under a 

system riddled with ineffectiveness. For the past two years, The Office of Campus Life has 

repeatedly tried to undermine our progress with a false perception of support and power. Bates 

College’s administration has created a system of Committees that undermines our legitimacy and 

currently presents a lack of necessity for a Student Government to exist and make impactful change 

on campus. The Student Government has the ability to affect the Student Body in a myriad of 

ways. Everything pertaining to student life, administrative policy decisions, and the overseeing of 

other student clubs and organizations. We exist to represent your voices and right now, our system 

prevents us from doing so effectively. 

Where we stand currently, our President, Vice President, and members of our General 

Assembly have no real power nor ability to create changes within our own roles. When meetings 

are scheduled or emails are sent, The Office of Campus Life questions why we have not asked 

their permission to hold these meetings or send these emails. These meetings are categorized as 

“one-offs” and deemed ineffective without real explanations. We have no autonomy; we have no 

legitimacy, and these issues begin with an administration that has done nothing to create a 

paradigm shift despite our numerous attempts to change our infrastructure. We believe that this 

involves more than a Student Government structure change, but a change to the Bates College 

Committee Structure and a holistic shift from the administration that removes the constant 

resistance to change that we have seen time and time again. An outline of the current issues we 

have faced are as follows: 

1.    Our budget request, which was originally approved, was then altered without our knowledge 



a.    Our request for a removal of our $7,000 deduction for Lost Valley was ignored despite 

the clear plans for our funds 

2.    In addition to our budget alteration, we have been denied the courtesy of the Office of Campus 

Life covering staffing costs for our social events since they do not consider us a “real” club 

3.    Our co-sponsorship plans with SAAC and another organization were halted with no sufficient 

explanation 

a.    This included a stalled co-sponsorship request without proper notice 

4.    Our plan to change Committee structure was overlooked, as it would have too many moving 

parts to change 

5.    Our proposal to assign clubs to members of our General Assembly were deemed “too confusing” 

and “inefficient” 

6.    Our parking proposals, in addition to each administrative measure we have tried to 

tackle has been overtaken by The Office of Campus Life and brought behind closed doors which 

de-legitimizes our organization 

  
We, the Student Government, have struggled to gain legitimacy and power on this campus for far 

too long. Our lack of autonomy will not change until the administration allows. Effective 

immediately, our President, Vice President, and General Assembly temporarily step down until 

The Office of Campus Life along with Josh McIntosh, and Clayton Spencer meet with us to listen 

to our issues and hear our demands for forward progress.   

  

Respectfully, 

Walter Washington, President 

Myles Smith, Vice President 

& The General Assembly  


